Study Guide Questions - *And Then There Were None*
Name:_________________________________ Period:______

**As you read the novel, answer the following questions in complete sentences. Bring your completed questions and answers with you to the first day of school.**

**Chapters 1-5**
1. Why is Vera Claythorne going to Indian/Soldier Island?
2. In what country is this story set?
3. How did Indian/Soldier Island get its name?
4. Who is Fred Narracott?
5. Why are the guests surprised when they arrive on the island?
6. Describe Mrs. Rogers.
7. What sits on in the middle of the dining room table?
8. Everyone one Indian/Soldier Island is accused of what crime?
9. How were the guests all invited to Indian Island?
10. Why does Blore lie about his name? What does he do for a living, and what is he supposed to be doing on the island?
11. What does Justice Wargrave say happened with the Edward Seton case?
12. What does Dr. Armstrong remember about the case?
13. What does Vera say about the drowning of Cyril Hamilton?
14. What does General Macarthur say about the death of Arthur Richmond?
15. What does Lombard say about the death of the natives?
16. What does Marston say about the death of John and Lucy Combes?
17. What does Rogers say about the death of Miss Brady?
18. What does Blore say about the death of Landor?
19. What does Dr. Armstrong say about the death of Louisa Cleese?
20. What does he think about it?
21. What does Miss Brent say about the accusations against her?
22. Anthony Marston is the only person who doesn’t want to leave the island immediately. Why does he want to stay?
23. How does Tony Marston die?
24. What do the rest of the people decide is the only possible explanation for his death?

25. As Justice Wargrave is thinking about the Seton case, he thinks that he “cooked Seton’s goose”. What does that mean?

26. How does General Macarthur find out about his wife’s affair?

27. What does Rogers discover about the Indian figures on the table?

28. What did Cyril have to do with the fact that Vera and Hugo couldn’t get married?

**Chapters 6-11**

29. Tell about Dr. Armstrong’s dream at the beginning of chapter six.

30. How does Mrs. Rogers die?

31. What is Emily Brent’s theory of how/why Mrs. Rogers died?

32. What is Blore’s theory of how/why Mrs. Rogers died?

33. What do Lombard and Blore think is happening to General Macarthur, mentally?

34. What do we find out about Beatrice Taylor, the woman Emily Brent is accused of killing?

35. Why wouldn’t Emily Brent speak of Beatrice Taylor the night before?

36. Why does Dr. Armstrong decide to talk about their situation with Lombard instead of Wargrave?

37. What is Armstrong’s theory about how Mr. and Mrs. Rogers killed Jennifer Brady?

38. What do Armstrong, Lombard and Blore plan to do at the end of chapter 7?

39. Who has a revolver?

40. How do they figure out that there are no secret passages in the house?

41. What do they discover after their search of the island?

42. What are Blore’s accusations against Dr. Armstrong?

43. What does Lombard tell Blore and Armstrong about why he came to the island?

44. Who goes down to get General Macarthur for lunch?

45. How was General Macarthur killed?

46. What does Wargrave say about the identity of Mr. Owen?

47. Which three people have they decided are not guilty?

48. What conclusion about the killer’s identity is reached after many pages of discussing the evidence?

49. Who does Lombard think the killer is and why?
50. Who does Vera think the killer is and why?
51. Why does Miss Brent think she’s going mad?
52. What are the two things that are missing?
53. What does Rogers do with the Indian figures?
54. Who was out of his or her bedroom when Lombard went to wake people up?
55. What happens to Mr. Rogers (in detail)?
56. What does Dr. Armstrong do to calm Vera down after Mr. Rogers is killed?
57. What do you think about the fact that Blore is always the first to come up with a case against somebody each time a murder takes place?
58. What do you think about the fact that Emily Brent is so calm and emotionless?

Questions for chapters 12-end
59. What happened to Emily Brent (in detail)? What was in her room with her?
60. How does Lombard prove to the group that his revolver was stolen?
61. Why does Vera start screaming in section III of chapter XIII?
62. What happens to Justice Wargrave (in detail)?
63. Where does the revolver turn up?
64. Who disappears?
65. Why does Blore go back to the house?
66. What happened to Blore (in detail)?
67. Who do Lombard and Vera decide is the murderer? What happens to their theory a little later?
68. What happens to Lombard? (in detail)
69. What happens to Vera? (in detail)
71. Tell about Isaac Morris. What do we know about his past? How is he connected to the island and the killer? What happened to him?
72. Who is the killer?
73. Were you surprised? Why or why not?